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In light of the proposed Major School Change document and potential impact on St. Thomas High School 

(hereafter referred to in this document as STTH), I would like to submit my personal commentary on the 

proposed changes. 

I believe at heart that the school board and government will do what they think they need to despite

community feedback and briefs received. We have seen this most recently with the summer 2019 decision 

by the EMSB as well as by the rapid closure of Riverdale High School a few years ago. I will also preface 

this brief by saying that I am not opposed to gaining more updated and relevant school facilities for my 

daughters however I do have several areas of concern:

1) Effects on school ranking

2) Capacity, enrollment and fallout

3) School hours and transportation

I will begin by sharing the simple fact that should STTH move to take advantage of a better facility, it would 

have to be exponentially better to displace my daughters and have them acclimate to a new environment. 

Furthermore, as we are out of zone, in the event that my daughters (currently enrolled in IB at STTH) were 

to be redistributed in the proposed “fallout” in the Major School Change document, LBPSB is effectively 

taking away my family’s choice to attend a school of our choosing. We spent 2 years visiting the local 

open houses for each child in order to make an informed and relevant decision as to where our daughters 

went to school. 

The timelines to enroll children impacted by the redistribution is said to be EXTREMELY tight, inside of a 

month and a half according to the commissioner’s council who spoke at the Towne Hall held at STTH on 

September 25, 2019. Such a timeline effectively would force parents to swallow a forced redistribution 

rather than have our children placed in a school of OUR CHOOSING, not the schoolboard’s. 

Note: we were advised at the Town Hall meeting that decisions would be made by end of January, 

enrollment is typically kicked off in late February.

I would not opt to send my children to my “zoned school”, Pierrefonds Comprehensive, ranked 173/452 

in the Quebec school system. My perception of that school based on feedback from past and current 

families of students is that the school is attended by a different demographic, has a less enriched

environment and student discipline that I don’t believe to be suited to my daughters. 

I would consider John Rennie. Although while not ranked as well as STTH and not equipped with a 5-year 

magnet program like the IB program at STTH, it is the only viable option for my family. However, they 

currently sit at 83% capacity (1359 enrolled / 1650 capacity) leaving 291 spots to be filled amongst 5 grade 



levels. This is not an ideal situation for transferring students impacted by a political and well publicized 

school change. 

This leaves me with but one choice and I would imagine other parents would be of the same 

opinion…leaving the LBPSB school board and moving my children into the private sector. If the LBPSB 

wants to take a chance and further push enrollment decline in the English schools, this is a prefect way 

to accomplish such a thing.

In light of my feedback, please find some additional information I feel is relevant to support my above 

brief and commentary.

Quebec School Rankings (Fraser Institute https://www.fraserinstitute.org/school-performance)

OVERVIEW: STTH has consistently ranked in the top 25% of Quebec secondary education establishments 

in the ENTIRE province of Quebec, ranked primarily against a mix of both French and English private 

schools.  These rankings prove that the magnet program (IB) at STTH has consistently excelled in 

successfully attracting students from various locations in Montreal and surrounding areas.  STTH is the 

only public English school in the West Island with such superior rankings:

FEEDBACK: When we were reviewing schools and visiting open houses, my family chose STTH first and 

John Rennie second only because we had no other second options that we were comfortable with besides 

private school. Were St. Thomas to move to Lindsay Place, the only scenario that has us remaining at STTH 

in a potential new location is:

1) Access to busing;



2) No impact to relocation of STTH teachers who have undoubtedly contributed to the school’s 

success in rankings;

3) No impact to transfer of current STTH students (regardless of their inclusion in immersion / IB 

program)

It is important to understand that some students do not make it into IB for Sec I but will work hard to 

transfer in for Sec II. This was the case with my daughter who is now in Sec III. 

It is imperative that should the move of STTH to LPHS move forward, LBPSB be sensitive to the relocation 

of immersion students as the school board will likely be taking away the opportunity for students who 

have been working and striving towards joining IB from doing so. 

School Capacity (Major School Change document, pages 9-10)
https://boardsite.lbpsb.qc.ca/msc2019_2020

OVERVIEW: The document herein referenced states the following for STTH and Lindsey Place:

 STTH currently sitting at 92% student capacity

 Estimated 2021 enrollment remains flat 

 2026 enrolment estimates a slight decline to about 80%

 Lindsey Place currently sitting at 33% student capacity

 Estimated 2021 enrollment estimated to decline to 27%

 2026 enrolment estimates a flat enrolment rate 

FEEDBACK: If STTH is currently one of the top ranked schools, and the ONLY school in the west island 

sitting close to 100% capacity, why are we looking at disrupting the students and teaching staff to move 

them to another building?  If the building is in fact superior, LBPSB has the responsibility to clearly promote 

the advantages a move would hold for students including:

 Facilities

 Class size

 Additional new extra curricular activities and programs open to the students

School Hours and Transportation:

OVERVIEW: School Hours:

STTH is one of only a few West Island community schools with early start/finish hours.  I believe that this 

is a benefit to the students. The early start and finish (7.55 am – 2.30 pm) to the school days allows for a 

more balanced schedule for the students. Ending at 2.30 provides students the opportunity to engage in 

extra curricular activities and still have time to allocate to homework, studying and any outside of school 

activities/sports activities they may be involved in. It has not been outlined in the major school change 

document whether or not the school day start/end times would be impacted. This would be important 

for parents to know. 



OVERVIEW: TRANSPORTATION:

Coupled with the school hours is the question of bussing. We currently are privileged to have 

accommodation bussing as we are out of zone. Were STTH to move to LPHS, would the same 

transportation allowances remain in effect or would they change? I will not allow my daughters to take 

public transportation to high school and home. This would take them at least 45 minutes each way and 

would require transferring at Fairview vs. a 20-minute school bus ride. This is yet another huge factor in 

our consideration in staying at the school. 

FEEDBACK: 

If STTH is moved into the LPHS building, it would be wise to maintain the current school hours.  Many 

parents like myself can and do drive their children to school either regularly or sporadically. The early start 

time allows working parents to manage this. Were hours to change to a later start time without 

accommodation bussing, this would pose a major challenge for many families.  

The LBPSB documents make no mention of school hours or bussing changes. Parents cannot make an 

informed decision or opinion on the move as it relates to these 2 matters since nothing has been 

documented about either subject. It is imperative to consider the impact of these 2 matters on the 

students and parents (effectively the STTH community) prior to relocation. 

In summary, the above communication is meant to bring to light certain areas of concern tied to the 

potential relocation of STTH for me and my family however I do believe that many others share some or 

all of the same views as I do. 

Parents and students should be well informed at all times of proposed changes and the board should be 

respectful and forthcoming with regards to impacting families lives with major school change.  One

published document and one Town Hall meeting held just a short time prior to a major decision does not 

make for consistent, current and respectful communication. 

Should the LBPSB decide to move forward with the transfer/absorption of STTH and LPHS, it is my hope 

that it will be done with the above overview and feedback taken into consideration. The most important 

consideration of all is whether or not major school change can be implemented without major change 

and disruption to families and teachers. 

Regards, 
Esther Afriat 




